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I. INTRODUCTION
L ANDMINE detection with neutrons is based either on prompt reaction or on neutron scattering on hydrogen. With the first method the elemental composition of the irradiated volume is determined. It is a slow method and therefore not very well suited for scanning a surface for mines. The second method, called neutron backscattering (NBS) [1] - [5] relies on the thermalization of fast neutrons. In this technique a thermal neutron detector monitors slow neutrons which emerge form the soil while irradiating the soil volume under investigation with fast neutrons. Above a hydrogen-rich anomaly e.g., a land mine, the thermal neutron flux increases, because hydrogen is an extremely efficient moderator. Since land mines have a much higher concentration of hydrogen atoms than a normal dry sandy soil, the NBS method may be used to detect mines in such a soil.
Since 1998, different detector system have been developed and tested [1] , [6] . They have demonstrated the feasibility of the NBS method. It has become apparent that the NBS method is one of the fastest ways to find land mines. Detection times are comparable with those of the well known "metal detector". For this reason the emphasis has been on the development of hand held systems and on the combination of a NBS detector with a metal detector. The main limitation of the NBS method While the NBS method can be demonstrated with a single slow neutron detector, the sensitivity for mine detection is limited to large mines at shallow depths. The present work aims at considerably increasing the sensitivity for mine detection The sensitivity is optimized in the following ways. Firstly, by obtaining an "image" of the backscattered radiation instead of just counting the number of slow neutrons, a hydrogen-rich area may be found more easily. Because at the mine location the mine/no-mine signal ratio will be higher than for the image as a whole, the mine detection probability increases.
Secondly, an improvement may be achieved by using the neutron time-of-flight technique. Applying a time window on the neutron time-of-flight, the no-mine response may be decreased while leaving the on-mine response unharmed. This improves the "signal-to-noise" ratio. This however requires a pulsed neutron generator instead of a radioactive source.
Tagged neutron sources, where the direction of the emitted neutron is known, can also provide a significant reduction of the mine/no-mine signal ratio. However the maximum count rate with such sources is very limited because only one neutron can be allowed in the setup at any time, and the neutrons may have life times into the millisecond range.
The above considerations have led us to investigate into the applicability of an imaging device with a large detection plane close to the soil [7] . An imaging system will have to sit on a cart or on a vehicle, because of the weight of the source-detector system and because of the considerable amount of electronics needed. Such a system could be applied in front of a vehicle to detect large anti-tank mines at a relatively high-speed. The vehicle could also carry other systems to improve the overall detection capability. The obtained image would be well suited for data fusion with other imaging devices [8] like Ground Penetrating Radar systems [9] , [10] , or Schiebel arrays [11] . The tube number and digital position of a neutron hit are fed into a process computer via an interface. A gate can be applied to this interface to set a time window. The computer operates stand-alone, and is controlled via the Internet. The dead time of the system is around 5 s, which is mainly due to interrupt handling by the computer.
The spatial resolution in the detector plane is, in the direction perpendicular to the tubes of course equal to the tube pitch (34 mm), and in the direction parallel to the tubes equal to the tube length divided by the number of bins, so mm. This resolution is sufficient to "see" all sizes of land mines. The mine image as measured by the detector does not reflect the actual mine shape or size, but is always circular with a diameter of around 15 cm (see [6] ). This is explained by the large distance a thermalized neutron can drift underground before emerging at the surface. Smaller mines produce a spot with an only slightly smaller diameter, but the mine depth and the distance of the detector from the ground surface (standoff distance) also influence the shape of the image.
The detector efficiency is almost 100% for neutrons with thermal energies. At 2.5 MeV the efficiency is around . This means that still some high energy neutrons from the source can be detected. If the number of such neutrons is high compared to the number of thermal neutrons there will be a noticeable detector response, which could make a mine signal difficult to recognize. This can occur if the neutron source is close to the detector tubes (see also Section III-A-1).
Because the source is relatively close to the soil surface, there will be a variation in sensitivity over the detector area. Close to the edge the flux of fast neutrons will be markedly lower than in the center. A mine placed in the central region will have a better chance of being spotted compared to a mine at the detectors edge.
B. Test Site
Indoor measurements were done on very dry sand with a humidity below 0.5% (mass). The specifications of the dummy mines we used are listed in Table I .
C. Neutron Generator
Pulses of neutrons were made with a GENIE 16C DD neutron generator The neutrons are mono-energetic with an energy of 2.45 MeV to avoid electrical interference from the generator and its cables on the preamplifiers or on the He tubes, the tray, holding the detectors, was closed with a metal lid. The generator was laid down on top of this lid. The point of neutron emission is then about 10 cm above the bottom of the tray. The generator was used at an emission rate of about n/s, resulting in a total count rate in the detector of about 3500 c/s.
III. OPTIMIZATION
The performance of the detection system is determined by the values of a set of parameters such as:
• the neutron pulse characteristics: width and repetition rate;
• the time-of-flight window: delay and width;
• the mine characteristics: size, depth;
• the soil characteristics: humidity. To get a handle on the quality of a set of parameters the entity is introduced. is the measurement time needed to get an mine signal which is three standard deviations above the signal without a mine. This relates to a mine detection efficiency of 99.7%. The smaller the value, the higher the mine detection sensitivity. Basic counting statistics arguments lead to (1) where is the count rate without a mine in a certain detector area, and is the ratio of the mine/no-mine count rates in that area. So, a high sensitivity may not only be obtained with a high mine/no-mine signal ratio, but also with a high count rate.
A. Time-of-Flight Window
The neutron time-of-flight is the time between the emission of the neutron and the absorption in the detector. There is an optimum setting for the window on the neutron time-of-flight. Short times are related to fast neutrons which come straight from the source or which are not properly thermalized. Long flight times are due to neutrons which have been scattering around through the surroundings over a large distance. Both such neutrons carry little information regarding the mine. A properly set time window will reduce the contribution of these neutrons and will thus decrease the no-mine signal. The time-of-flight window is characterized by a delay and a width. The delay is defined with respect to the end of the neutron pulse. Due to the width of the neutron pulse itself the effective time-of-flight window is not equal to the gate as applied electronically to the detector output pulses. Instead, for the effective window it follows: 1) Delay: For negative values of the delay the time-of-flight window overlaps with the pulse of fast neutrons from the generator. These fast neutrons cause a peak in the image spectra at the source position. Therefore a small positive delay is necessary. A too large delay setting however will be unfavorable because of a lower count rate and a lower mine/no-mine ratio. It is assumed that the delay value will be independent of the setting of the other parameters. To determine the optimum delay setting, the time-of-flight window delay was varied, keeping the window width constant. The results are shown in Fig. 2 .
We choose a value of 10 s for the time-of-flight window delay. It was used in all following measurements.
2) Width: Using the 10 s delay, the width of the time-offlight window was varied. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . It shows a broad minimum between 150-200 s.
For small widths, the value is high because of the low count rate. For greater widths an increasing number of long lived neutrons come into the window, deteriorating the mine/no-mine signal ratio . This effect is outweighed by the increasing count rate up to around 200 s.
B. Neutron Generator
The pulse repetition rate was varied between 0.33 and 3.33 kHz. The neutron generator allows for a minimum pulse width of 5% of the repetition frequency. So the corresponding minimum pulse widths are between 150 and 15 s.
Higher frequencies allow for shorter settings of the neutron pulse width, and thus for a more narrow effective time window. This may improve the mine/no-mine ratio, as not mine-related neutrons are filtered out better. At lower frequencies there will be less neutrons left over from the previous pulses in the time-offlight window, but then the minimum neutron pulse width, allowed by the generator, is larger, with a correspondingly wider effective time window.
values for some settings are reported in Table II for the AT dummy mine buried at 6 cm depth. Table II shows that higher frequencies are somewhat more favorable. The effective time-of-flight window can be set by a small neutron pulse width combined with a wide gate (the four last table entries), or by a large neutron pulse width combined with a narrow gate (first two table entries). The count rate in the latter case is an order of magnitude lower compared to the rate in the first case, explaining the larger values.
IV. MEASUREMENTS
The detector tray was placed on the sand surface, so with a zero standoff distance. This relates to applications where the surface is tread safe, for instance after a mechanical detonation treatment ("steel wheels", "flails", etc.). The tray can than be dragged behind a mine protected vehicle to find mine remnants, or unexploded mines. The mine depth is the distance from the soil surface to the top of the mine.
The experimental setup is situated inside an earth covered "bunker": an underground bombproof shelter. The heavy walls and the earth cover cause a considerable slow neutron background, which is uncorrelated to the presence of the mine. The experimental setup is situated in a corner of the bunker. The sides defined by "tube number 15" and "tube position 15" are closest to the walls; the corner being at (15,15) As a result their is a general rate increase going from position (0,0) to position (15,15). Because of the distance between the detector and the walls these background neutrons appear predominantly at later time window settings.
A. Anti Tank Mine
The measurement result for the AT dummy mine is shown in Fig. 4 . The no-mine response is nearly flat. For the mine, the value is 0.3 s.
Effects of the background neutrons are minimal because of the early timing window setting.
B. Anti Personnel Mine
The response of the DLM2 mine buried at 10 cm depth is shown in Fig. 5 . The figure shows the peak in the center due to the mine. The fourth tube is malfunctioning resulting in a too high rate at higher positions. The observed value is 6.9 s. Effects of the background neutrons are more clearly seen as compared to Fig. 4 since a later timing window setting is used. The high count rate in the first and the last tube is caused by slow background neutrons which are entering from the side into these two tubes. The other tubes all have tubes alongside them which is why they don't suffer from this effect. The tube ends of course also experience a raised neutron flux. But this raise is not detected because the outermost 2 cm at the tube ends are insensitive.
This means that with a neutron generator giving some n/s the DLM detection time would be reduced to below 0.1 s!
C. Standoff Distance
The response of the detector without a mine is flat. The detection of the mine is based on the recognition of a wide peak on this flat background. This concept does not depend upon the actual standoff distance. This is in contrast with detectors which rely on an increase of the overall count rate for the detection of a mine.
V. CONCLUSION
The new thermal neutron back scatter device easily detects mines quickly. With realistic source strengths, sub-second detection times seem possible. This is based on simple counting statistics. Application of more sophisticated data analysis methods where the peak shape is properly taken into account will increase the sensitivity. These short detection times in combination with the detector size of 50 50 cm will allow for scanning speeds of a few kilometers per hour.
The maximum depth at which a mine can be found depends on many factors, the most important ones being the allowed measurement time and the soil moisture. In a dry homogeneous sand soil it appears that anti-tank mines can be found within 1 second to a depth of at least 20 cm. For anti-personnel mines this maximum depth is 15 cm.
